
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
PI,AINTIFF,

NO.

(Judge

(EIectronically filed)
$ 146,500,000IN FUNDS,

DEFENDANT PROPERTY.

The United States of America, the Plaintiff herein, by and through

its undersigned counsel, brings this Verified Complaint for Forfeiture 1a

Rem and alleges as follows in accordance with Supplemental Rule G(2)

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

i. This is an action in rem brought pursuant to the provisions

of 18 U.S.C. g 9S1(a)(l)(C) and Rule G of the Supplemental Rules for

certain Admiralty or Maritime claims and Asset Forfeiture Actions

(hereinafter "supplemental Rule G") seeking forfeiture of g146,500,000

in United states currency to the United states as proceeds traceable to

a specified unlawful activity, wire fraud in violation of 1g U.S.C. $$

1343 and 2 andJor conspiracies to commit such an offense.

COMPI,AINT
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JIIRISDICTION AND VENUE

2. This is a civil forfeiture action brought pursuant to

18 U.S.C. $ 081(a)(t)(C) and Rule G of the Supplemental Rules for

Certain Admiralty or Maritime Claims and Asset Forfeiture Actions.

3. This court has subject matter and rz rem jurisdiction over

the matter under 28 U.S.C. SS 1345 (action commenced by the United

States) and 1355(a) and (b) (action for forfeiture which may be brought

in the district where any ofthe acts giving rise to forfeiture occurred),

respectivelv.

4. Venue lies in this distri.ct pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $$ 1355 and

13e5(b).

PERSONS ENTITIES

5. The plaintiff is the United States of America ("the

government").

6. The defendant is 9146,500,000 in Funds paid by the Western

Union Company ("Western Union") pursuant to a Deferred Prosecution

Agreement (DPA) with the government. Under the terms of the DPA,

Western Union has agreed not to contest the forfeiture of the defendant

2
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funds. The government is unaware of any other potential claimants to

the defendant funds.

7. The defendant funds are in the custody ofthe United States

Marshals Service, where they shall remain subject to this court's

jurisdiction during the pendency ofthis action.

FACTS SUPPOR NG FORFEITIIRE

8. This complaint arises from the government's investigation of

a fraudulent scheme operated through and facilitated by Western Union

Agents from as early as 2004 through2012, in this district and others.

9. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Western Union

operated as a financial institution as that term is defined in 31 U.S.C. $

SStZ(a)(2)(R) and 31 C.F.R. S 1010.100. More specifically, Western

Union is and was a money services business ('MSB) and is one of the

Iargest MSBs in the world.

10. Western Union's "Money Transfer System" is an electronic

network operated and controlled by Western Union using servers in the

United States. Through the Money Transfer System, consumers are

J

Introduction
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able to send money to other individuals in the United States and

around the world. Western Union offers its money transfer services to

consumers via approximately 550,000 Western Union Agent locations

operating in more than 200 countries and territories. Approximately g0

percent of Western Union Agent locations are located outside the

United States. In 2014, more than 150 million individual consumers

used Western Union's Money Transfer System to send more than $85

billion through Western Union's Agent locations.

11. "Western Union Agents" or "Agents" are generally

independent individuals or entities, including banks, post offices, and

small independent shops, who have entered into a contractual

relationship with Western Union. By virtue of that contractual

relationship, Agents are authorized to offer Western Union's monev

transfer services to consumers. Each Agent location has authorized

access to the Money Transfer system and is required to use it to send

and receive all Western Union transfers in which it is involved.

12. "Fraudsters" include, among other individuals involved in

the fraud scheme, certain owners, operators and employees of Western

4
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Union Agents.

13. A customer sending money through an Agent would visit an

Agent location and provide the Agent information that generally

included the sender and payee names, the transfer amount, and the

state or province and country where the money was to be sent. The

sender's identification was sometimes also required. The Agent would

enter the information into the Money Transfer System, which would

generate a Money Transfer Control Number ('MTCN'), a 10-digit

reference number used to identify and track that particular transaction.

14. To receive the transfer, the payee was typically required to

visit an Agent location in person and provide his or her name, address,

telephone number, the sender's name and location, and the transfer

identification, and were typically asked to provide the MTCN associated

with the transfer. Money transferred through the Money Transfer

System can be received within minutes of the transfer, depending on

the location and payment method.

amount. Payees were sometimes asked to produce a government-issued

5
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15. During all relevant times, Western Union recorded

complaints from U.S. victims reporting the fraud scheme in what are

known as Consumer Fraud Reports ("CFRs"). The CFRs contained

detailed information about the victims, the transactions, and the

Western Union Agent locations that paid the transfers. Western Union

used the CFRs to track and investigate Agent locations that paid

transfers reported as fraud-induced.

16. Starting in2004 and ending in December 2012, Western

Union violated U.S. laws by aiding and abetting Fraudsters in their

unlawful schemes by remaining in business with Agent locations that

facilitated the unlawful fraud scheme. Further, Western Union

employees (1) repeatedly identified Agent locations involved in or

facilitating fraud-related transactions but knowingly failed to take

effective corrective actioni (2) repeatedly identified Western Union

Agents involved in or facilitating unlawful structuring but knowingly

failed to take effective corrective actioni (B) failed to adequately

implement and maintain effective policies and procedures to discipline,

6
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suspend, terminate or take effective corrective action against Agent

Iocations that repeatedly violated the Bank Secrecy Act or other

statutesi (4) modified compliance reviews or results so that Agents with

severe compliance failures would not face disciplinary action such as

suspension or termination as required by Western Union policies or

practicesi (S) faitea to take effective action to control transactions with

characteristics indicative of illegal gamingi or (6) failed to file

Suspicious Activity Reports identifying Agents as suspicious

actors. The fraud scheme involved the making of a variety of false

promises and representations made for the purpose and with the intent

of inducing victims in this district and others to send money through

Western Union, in violation of 18 U.S.C. S 1343 (wire fraud).

make contact with a victim by phone, U.S. mail, interstate courier, or

the Internet, and induce the victim to send money to the Fraudster

through false promises and representations, including the following:

a. Promises that the victim was eligible to receive a large

cash prize, lottery winnings, a loan, or other paymenti

7

1,7. The scheme operated generally as follows: a Fraudster would
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various high-ticket items for sale over the Internet at deeply discounted

pnces,

False promises of employment opportunities to becomeC

"secret shoppers," who would be paid to evaluate retail stores, or

d. A false claim that the Fraudster was a relative of the

victim, or was acting on behalf of or for the benefit of such a relative,

and was in some kind of trouble and in urgent need of money.

18. The Fraudster would then instruct the victim that it was

necessary for the victim to send money to obtain the promised benefit or

provide the needed relief. The Fraudster would then direct the victim

to send the advance payment using Western Union's Money Transfer

System. After the victim sent the money through the Money Transfer

System according to the Fraudster's instructions, he or she would

provide the MTCN to the Fraudster, who would visit an Agent location

including locations that were controlled or staffed by individuals who

were complicit in the fraud, and obtain the money.

19. The complicit Western Union Agent locations facilitated the

8
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scheme by, among other things, knowingly entering into the Money

Transfer System false addresses, telephone numbers, and personal

identification document information for the payee Fraudsters or their

associates. This allowed the Fraudsters to receive the monev or

retransfer the funds to other complicit Western Union Agent locations

transferred from the victim. In return for their assistance in concealing

the true identities of the Fraudsters and their involvement in the

scheme, the complicit Agents received kickbacks from the Fraudsters,

generally drawn from the victim funds transferred.

20. At no time did the Fraudsters intend to provide the promised

benefits to the victims, or the promised relief to family members

purportedly in need of assistance. Indeed, with respect to the latter, the

claimed distress and need for assistance was entirely illusory.

Nevertheless, the victims, in reliance upon the false promises and

representations, made the money transfers, but in fact did not receive

either the return of their transferred funds or the benefits promised to

9

them.

without creating a reliable record of who actually received the funds
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2I. Western Union maintained a 1-800 number through which

many of the victims of the scheme reported their losses. These reports

were memorialized by Western Union in CFRs, which contained

detailed information about the victims, the fraudulent transactions, and

the Agent locations where the payees received the transferred funds.

The CFRs were maintained by Western Union in a database and

Western Union purported to use that information to identify, track and

investigate Agent locations where transfers had been reported as

having been induced by fraud. However, in reality, Western Union

failed to suspend and/or terminate Agents complicit in the fraud scheme

and allowed those Agents to continue to process fraudulent

transactions.

22. Between 2004 and 2012, the CFRs created by Western Union

showed more than $500,000,000 in reported fraud transactions

involving the Money Transfer System, and Western Union knew that

not all victims of the scheme reported their losses. Western Union

employees knew, as a result of the company's own internal reports and

analyses regarding particular Agent locations throughout the world

l0
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that the total amount of loss attributable to the scheme was higher than

the amount reflected in the CFRs.

23. Western Union was aware that some of its Agents had been

criminally charged for their involvement in the scheme. Dozens of

Western Union Agents and their criminal associates, including some in

this district, were criminally charged for their participation in the

scheme described herein, using the Western Union Money Transfer

System.

24. Western Union itself identified numerous Agent locations -
particularly overseas Agent locations - that processed high numbers of

fraud-induced transfers from victims across the United States.

including Agent locations that Western Union suspected were complicit

in the fraud scheme. Western Union aided and abetted the scheme by

failing to take sufficient action to stop these Agents from continuing to

participate or facilitate the scheme. Moreover, Western Union's failure

to take corrective action despite this knowledge was in violation of

provisions of the Bank Secrecy Act that required Western Union to

monitor international Agents and intervene where such Agents were

ll
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believed to be involved in violations of applicable laws or regulations.

25. While some Western Union employees recommended

corrective actions in the form of policies and procedures that might have

addressed the scheme, and recommended specific discipline against

those recommendations.

a For example, as early as 2004, an employee in Western

Union's Corporate Security Department drafted proposed Global

Guidelines that provided for the investigation of any Agent location that

was the subject of ten CFRs within a 60-day period, and suspending any

such Agent that was subject to five additional CFRs within the next 60

days. Western Union failed to adopt this proposed policy. Had it done

so, Western Union would have terminated or suspended more than

2,000 Agents worldwide, preventing significant losses to victims.

b. As early as 2005, Western Union's Corporate Security

Department used CFRs to generate a regular 60-day Fraud Report,

identifying Agent Iocations that were the subject of five or more CFRs

within a 60-day period. Despite warnings that repeated inclusion in the

12
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tr'raud Report would result in suspension ofcertain Agent locations, and

that such Iocations were required to "drastically reduce" their handling

of such transactions, no such disciplinary action was taken against such

locations.

26. While the fraud scheme described herein was global in scope,

Mexico and Peru, most of the fraud occurred, and most of the victims of

the scheme were located, in the United States, including in this district.

The following are typical examples of how victims were defrauded as

part of this scheme. Each of the examples below represents victims who

were defrauded through Agents that would have been disciplined,

suspended, or terminated had Western Union implemented the

proposed Global Guidelines.

ii A Fraudster falsely promised a victim in the U.S. that

he would be paid for cashing checks but needed to send money in

advance for the checks. The victim followed the Fraudster's

instructions to transfer $2,000 through Western Union to London,

England. The money was picked up the next day. The victim never

l3
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received his payment.

b. A Fraudster contacted a victim in the U.S. and falselv

represented that the victim's family member was in trouble in a foreign

country and needed money. The victim followed the Fraudster's

instructions and made two $2,400 transfers through Western Union

The money was picked up at a Western Union Agent in Peru. The

victim's relative was never in trouble.

Fraudsters contacted victims in the U.S. and falselyc

represented that their family members were in trouble abroad and

needed money. The victims followed the Fraudster's instructions and

sent $2,300 and $2,200, respectively, through Western Union to help

the relatives. The funds were picked up at an Agent location in Spain,

but the victims'family members were not, in fact, in trouble. The

money was never recovered.

d. A Fraudster induced a U.S. victim to make transfers

totaling $9,800 based on a false representation that the victim's

relative was in trouble in a foreign country and needed money.

Foliowing the Fraudster's instructions, the victim sent the money to

l4
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Mexico. The money was never recovered and the relative was never in

trouble.

The Deferred Prosecution Asreement

27 . On or about January 19, 2017, the government and Western

Union entered into a Deferred Prosecution Agreement ("DPA'). Under

the terms of the DPA, which was filed with this court on January 19,

2017, and docketed at 1:17'CR'00011, Western Union admitted,

accepted and acknowledged, among other things, that it was responsible

under United States law for the acts ofits officers, directors, and

employees, as well as for certain conduct of its Agents.

28. Western Union further acknowledged and agreed in the DPA

that at least $586,000,000 in consumer fraud proceeds were

(a) traceable to transactions involved in the scheme described hereini

(b) generated as the result of the scheme to violate 18 U.S.C. S 1343

between 2004 and 2012i and (c) subject to forfeiture to the United

States pursuant to 18 U.S.C. S 981(d(l)(C).

29. Western Union further agreed in the DpA to pay to the

United States the sum of $b86,000,000, which funds were to be forfeited

l5
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to the United States as proceeds ofthe scheme described herein. To the

extent the monies to be paid to the government were not the actual

proceeds of the underlying offense(s), Western Union agreed that the

monies paid would be treated as a substitute res, to be treated as

30. Pursuant to the terms of the DPA, Western Union fullv

satisfied its $586,000,000 obligation by tendering the remaining balance

owed, $439,500,000 to the United States Marshalls Service on May 25,

2017. The above-captioned defendant funds, 9146,500,000, represent a

portion of the total amount paid by Western Union per the DPA.

CI,AIM FOR FORFEITURE

31. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. g 0S1(a)(1)(C), "[aJny property, real or

personal, which constitutes or is derived from proceeds traceable to a

violation of . . . any offense constituting 'specified unlawful activity"' is

subject to forfeiture by the United States. "specified unlawful activity"

is defined in 18 U.S.C. 5g tOSG(cX7)(A) and 1961(1)(B) ro include.

among other things, offenses in violation of 18 U.S.C. S 1843. The term

"proceeds" includes "property of any kind obtained directly or indirectly,

16
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as a result of the commission of the offense giving rise to forfeiture, and

any property traceable thereto, and is not limited to the net gain or

profit realized from this offense." 18 U.S.C. g SSt(a)(2)(A).

32. The defendant funds constitute and are derived from

proceeds traceable to specified unlawful activity, specifically a scheme

to commit wire fraud, or are a substitute res for such proceeds. As a

result, the defendant funds are subject to forfeiture to the United States

of America pursuant to 18 U.S.C. g OAt(a)(t)(C).

defendant fundsi

(b) this Court issue a warrant for the arrest ofthe

defendant currency and due notice be given to all interested parties to

appear and show cause why forfeiture should not be decreedi

(c) this Court decree forfeiture ofthe defendant funds to

the United States of America for disposition according to lawi and

(d for such other and further relief as this Court may

deem just and proper, together with the costs and disbursements ofthis

).7

WHEREFORE, plaintiff United States of America prays that:

(a) due process issue to enforce the forfeiture ofthe
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action.

Datedthis tt 
" A^vor 6unt zotz.

Respectfully Submitted,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BRUCE D. BRANDLER
United States Attorney

Kim Douglas Danie1
Assistant United States Attorney
Middle District of Pennsylvania
228 Walnut Street, Suite 220
Harrisburg, PA 17108
Phone: 777-221-4482
Fax: 570-348-2037
kim.daniel@usdoj.gov
PA31038

DEBORAH CONNOR
Acting Chief, Money Laundering and
Asset Recovery Section
U. . Department of Justice, Criminal Division

By:

By:
amela Hicks

Chief, oney Laundering & Forfeiture Unit
Margaret A. Moeser
Trial Attorney

l8
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_vrRIIIC_AIIAN

I, U.S. Postal Inspector James Wilson. cleclar.e. under penaltv

perjury, that I rnake this verificat.ion for and on behalf of the plainti{il

United States of Amcricai that I have read the fbregoing Ctomp lainl trntl.

know the contents thereof, that my information antl knowledge abou

its contents is supplie<l to me bv rny inrrestigtrti<tn; and the matters anii

things set forth in the Complaint are true to the best of m.y knowledge

information and belief.

Signeclthis 5/tr da5,of NIAY 20t7.

J ES WILSON
Postal Inspector

cf

t

t9
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